Visitation of the Noble Greys
By David Michael
UFO's in the Rockies
In the early morning of the 24th of October, I found myself in a high mountain area that
reminded me of the Rockies at about 10,000 foot elevation where I had lived for nearly 10 years prior
to moving to Arizona. I was there camping with a few other friends and suddenly we saw two small
saucer type ships enter our view from the left as we faced the camp fire. They made a slight
whooshing noise but nothing else. Both crafts landed about 60 feet from us in a small clearing between
the evergreen trees to the right. Both crafts then opened their doors which was out of view and alien
type creatures left their ships and stood at a distance in front of their ships just watching us.
Invisibility and Transformation
We were not alarmed but were strongly curious. When does this ever happen on a camp-out?
We shone the flashlight on them and as the light hit them, the ships disappeared and the aliens then
looked human but as we turned off the lights, we could still see them in the dim moonlight and the
ships were again visible and they were clearly alien creatures. It seemed as if artificial light or any
added light enabled them to change their appearance to human looking and also hide their ships as if
cloaked.
Their facial features were as grays in appearance except much more pronounced. Their bone
structures were very exaggerated and chiseled with large and wide cranial parts on their upper skull and
then narrowing down into a protruding pointy chin with a small mouth. Their cheekbones were very
pronounced and they looked somewhat gaunt in appearance. Many were shorter – perhaps 4' in height
while others were well over 6 foot in height. They were wearing non-descriptive clothing like a jump
suit but when seen as human, they were wearing woodsy like human clothing like a heavy plaid shirt
and jeans like loggers or hikers wear.
A Curious Standoff
They all just stood there watching us from the
distance near the safety of their ships and we just watched
them as time stood still for that encounter. I watched them
for a time and then sensing they were not a threat, motioned
with my hands for them to come over to the fire and join us.
After some coaxing, they all came, 12 in number. I
surmised that 6 were riding in each of the small ships.
They then sat down on logs surrounding the fire. With
the closer strong light of the fire, they looked very human
of all ages and some being male and others female. The
smaller aliens looked like children in the light but spoke
intelligently as adults. Occasionally, when the fire light
went very dim, they were just for a moment, transformed
into the gaunt gray looking aliens. This view provided only
a fleeting glimpse in reminding us that these 'people' were not human.
Societal Enslavement
Around the fire we discussed many things. They all spoke English but with many different
accents from around the world. This led me to believe they were a representative group like
ambassadors from all over the world and did not originate from the same location.

What bothers me is I can't remember any of the
topics of our discussions but one. It seems this was more
of a social gathering to explore the possibility of trust
and not a visitation to pass on a galactic message or
some kind of global ultimatum.
What I do remember in discussion is the informal
chat on the rise of a new government that many call the
Illuminati and its impact upon the world. The sense
from this dialogue is there will be absolutely no way to
remain anonymous (ignored or forgotten) while still
living with any attachment to the mechanisms of modern
society. We of course were in the mountains camping
and were not in society at this juncture of time. Whether
this was a temporary or permanent state, I do not know.
Thoughts
Upon awakening, I wondered if perhaps this is a
vision of a meeting to occur sometime in the future after
the nations of the earth have already come under the
enslavement of the NWO masters. Perhaps it really
happened in a spirit world dimension. Certainly the two
alien ships found us easy enough so was is no hiding
from these aliens. We understood we were not enslaved only because we were far removed from
society and it cultured dependency on government to assure energy, housing, income, food and water to
its taxed subordinates.
What I can deduce from this encounter is that it is seriously mandatory that we disconnect from
any government controlled or licensed source or resource needed to sustain life and and we should not
accept any government subsidy like disability and social security retirement that we currently need or
depend on to live with become the tool to enslave us. This need not happen yet but will need to happen
in the future as some juncture but we need to be already prepared for this quick transition. Sadly, this
separation from government control and subsidies will seem impossible for most Americans and they
will opt to remain in the system and take their chances.
Hunter-gatherer and Farming
For those who do leave, the down side is it take 8-12 hours a day to just survive outside of
societies provisions of energy and food production. The life of a hunter-gatherer combined with small
migrant farming and/or herding is very challenging and time consuming.
This is compounded with the fact that if you shoot a deer out of season and/or without a costly
license, you go to jail or worse. The States and Feds now claim all ownership of wild game and even
wild plants that could be used for survival as food. You cannot even cut firewood - even dead wood
without a license in most public forests.
Laws Oppose Survivalists
Migrant farming is difficult since who remains behind to protect your crops as you move on to
find game? Perhaps owning and herding goats or sheep is the better choice while learning what is
edible that can be gathered as food in the area in which you seek to survive. Even this is a problem
since all of the land not owned privately is owned by the State and Feds and you must have a license to
let your animals graze on public lands. If you then start camping with your herd as a migrant herder,
this will result in jail-time or the confiscation of all that you own. In essence, living from the resources

of public lands has now been outlawed in America. You might have an agreement to access and use
private lands but this then makes you a servant of the land owner who pays taxes and has to live in
compliance with all governments regulations.
So what is the choice? Is there a compromise that will work in the near future when the SHTF?
My Solution
In Colorado at 10,000 foot elevation, I had an 8 acre homestead as an alpine survival solution. It
was solar electric and I hauled water as needed. I choose to run llamas since they adapt to cold easily
(it was commonly 20 below zero in winter) and will even eat snow in winter for water. Outside of my
small holding was 1000's of acres of open grazing land that anyone who held property in the area could
use. In addition , the property backed into 300,000 acres of forest that could be quietly escaped into if
needed. Many valleys and caves existed for hiding a small herd in these forests.
In Arizona as a desert contrast, I have 10 acres in the middle of the BLM and State owned
desert and another 3 acres near the little town of Bowie as a training school and Abbey. It is called St
Michaels Abbey as a nonprofit facility.
My same thinking is applied here for a small herd of goats with the desert as its final refuge
when the time comes. Located in the desert are a number of mountain ranges that exceed 10,000 foot
in elevation with isolated micro-climate conditions. These too are a possible refuge location if needed
with many caves and valleys to disappear into as the need arises.
Stealth is Life
The Native Chief Cochise lived out of reach of the US Cavalry for decades in this area and
never did get captured. They knew generally where he was but could never get close enough to corner
him. However, with modern warfare technologies, Cochise would not have lasted long. The only real
safe solution is to not be seen by living a life of stealth with a dependency upon the God of Creation to
make us seem like someone we are not. Just like the aliens did who I encountered in this vision.
Stealth is not only not being seen but may include being seen but identified as something we are not
and thus not being considered a threat.
My Preparation
For me in the
stealth mode, it is being
able to with a few others to
hunt, gather and cook food,
have transportation and
live warm without being
seen. As my last resort or
solution, I have a plan A,
B, C and then D.
This is D. For
hunting, I have built 'silent'
crossbows and for
transportation, I will have a
mule. Living in warmth in
a cave or in a crag of rocks well protected from the elements is a last resort providing it is large enough
to also hide the animals. Until all this is needed, I do have a plan A which is a small farm near a town
where I live now, a plan B which is property set up as a rustic homestead camp away in the desert with
a goat herd, a plan C as a simple sheep herder wagon and Suzuki 4WD jeep I can haul into the desert

and set up in a pleasant place as a mobile dwelling to stay ahead of any pursuers and then as described
above, a plan D. If I need a plan E, it will have to be a prayer, “Please God.... hide me from thine
enemies so I become invisible!”
Pray for Guidance
Pray and ask God for the path you are to take and then prepare for this path so you are not
counted among the 5 foolish virgins (Church) who ran out of oil (faith) for their lamps before the
coming of the Bridegroom (Messiah) who then said upon his arrival to those who had no oil, “Depart
from me, I never knew you!”

